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 Inverse analysis/data assimilation in civil engineering

Interacting behaviors between ground and tunnel lin-
ing with voids

Inverse analysis/data assimilation is a methodology to assimilate observation data into numerical 
simulation models for realistic predictions and parameter identifications. We have developed in-
verse analysis methods and demonstrated the effectiveness by applying the methods to numerical 
experiments, model tests, and actual construction projects. Figure 1 shows conceptual illustration 
of cross-hole tomography which is typical inverse analysis method and is designed to visualize 
subsurface in a non-destructive way. Figure 2 shows a comparison between the true image of the 
ground and the reconstructed image by the cross-hole tomography.

The maintenance of damaged irrigation tunnels 
has become a major social concern; and thus, 
evaluating the damage conditions of current tun-
nels is of crucial importance.  Voids behind the 
tunnel lining may be created during or after con-
struction by the conventional method, and these 
voids are the main factors in its failure.  Hence, 
it is imperative to comprehend the behaviors of 
the ground, the tunnel lining and the voids.  We 
investigate the interacting behaviors between the 
ground and a tunnel lining with voids by numerical 
simulation and model tests. 

We have developed simulation codes of the moving  particle  semi-implicit (MPS) method to pre-
dict large deformation and failure behavior in geomaterials such as clay, sand, gravel and their 
mixtures. Figure 3 shows a breach process of an earthen embankment due to overflow simulat-
ed by the developed MPS method.

Characterizing the properties of soils is of importance due 
to design and maintenance concerns. These properties are 
generally evaluated by laboratory and in-situ tests. Swedish 
weight sounding (SWS) tests are field tests used to obtain 
the static penetration resistance. From the value of the resis-
tance, the N-value, the unconfined compressive strength, and 
the bearing capacity can be computed in order to evaluate 
the soil strength. However, the strength parameters, such as 
cohesion and the angle of internal friction, is not presented. 
We investigate the soil classification and the correlation be-
tween the SWS test results and the strength parameters.

Figure 3 Embankment breach process simulated by MPS method

Figure 1 Cross-hole tomography
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Figure 2 Comparison between true image and 
reconstructed image

Numerical Simulations using particle-based methods

Soil classification and correlation between Swedish 
weight sounding test results and strength parameter
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■ Introduction to Research

〓 Research Area : Management of Environmental Infrastructures

〓 Research Area : Design of Environmental Infrastructures


